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t’s unusual for a leading Australian jazz musician to write a book. Tony 

Gould’s Masters, Mongrels and Madness, a collection of essays with some 

fascinating autobiographical content, will be pored over by people in the 

jazz community. 

The unusual trajectory of Gould’s musical career is well known. After leaving 

school, as he notes: “As a young man, I worked in a bank by day and played 

jazz at night, only in one key, the one with most black notes. I figured they were 

easier to see and there were fewer of them.”  

 

Tony Gould: he played jazz at night, only in one key, the one with most black notes…. 
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A late developer, he learnt to read music, then studied, which led to degrees  

(BMus, MA and a PhD) while he morphed into one of Melbourne’s great jazz 

pianists.  He has recorded prolifically over 40 years, been active as a composer 

and  educator - head of the school of music at the Victorian College of the Arts, 

and professor of music at Monash University, retiring in 2015.  

Jazz musicians will recognise the litany of demeaning conditions which Gould, 

as a performer, has experienced: the refusal of officials to allow him to use 

Steinway pianos (they were reserved for classical players only); lack of dressing 

rooms; nowhere to sit between sets; presenters bemoaning a small audience; 

managers making the musicians wait for their money; and so on. Distinguished 

musicians have been perennially marginalised by our cultural custodians, who 

should know better.  

Through all of this, however, the art form of jazz has been intrinsically vibrant 

and healthy, with the musicians’ survival sustained through camaraderie and 

subversive humour. The great drummer Len Barnard is on his deathbed. His 

daughter asks him if he’d like to be buried or cremated. Len’s answer: “Surprise 

me.”  

 

The great drummer Len Barnard: surprise me… PHOTO COURTESY STEVE 

ROBERTSON 

Gould delineates a somewhat difficult concept at the heart of his book: the 

Gothic principle. He derives this from  the sociology professor Claudio Veliz’s 

writings on  Gothic Mode in Australian Culture. Veliz has, in turn, borrowed 
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this from the English critic and philosopher John Ruskin, who writes on Gothic 

architecture. Such architecture can be described as “crude” or “rugged”, but 

nonetheless “holds its own unique beauty”. 

Gould applies the same concept to Australian culture which, at its best, is “a 

little rough around the edges”. Words such as rude, wild, wildness of thought 

and roughness of work, he sees as entirely appropriate. The monolithic 

orthodoxy that has existed until recently in Australian music, he says, is only 

beginning to take this into account. That orthodoxy, according to Paul 

Grabowsky in his foreword, “flies in the face of the infinite capacity for 

improvisational ingenuity that most sums up the Australian character.” 

Improvisation is a core subject of the book. Gould is one of Australia’s greatest 

exponents of free improvisation at the piano, particularly with his colleague 

trumpeter Keith Hounslow. Their duo McJad  pioneered this genre in Australia 

long ago.  

 

In their duo McJad, Gould and Keith Hounslow (pictured above on flugelhorn) pioneered 

free improvisation in Australia long ago…PHOTO CREDIT FIROZE MISTRY 

Yet, Gould contends, many archconservatives in the classical establishment, 

taking themselves too seriously, have regarded improvisation and jazz with 

disdain. Such advocates for “museum music” believe that classical musicians’ 

spending  their lives trying to play perfectly the notes written by long dead 

composers is the pinnacle of artistic achievement.  

They have conveniently forgotten that their heroes – Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, 

Chopin, Liszt – were not only great composers but also leading performers and 
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supreme improvisers at the piano. If any one of those stellar names were alive 

today, they most likely would not be “classical” composers at all, but rather 

improvising jazz musicians. 

Accordingly Gould argues for  more time, money and energy to be spent on 

today’s music, rather than that of the past. We should be celebrating the present, 

he says, “with its wonderful irreverent sense of humour and disdain for 

bullshit.”  He  discusses two Australian composers who have been most 

artistically nourished and inspired by the unique Australian environment: Peter 

Sculthorpe (classical) and John Sangster (jazz). Both dead, they are still 

regarded as “contemporary”.  

 

Two Australian composers who have been nourished and inspired by the unique 

Australian environment: Peter Sculthorpe (pictured above) and John Sangster 

(pictured below)…BOTH PHOTOS PETER SINCLAIR 
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Many factors are involved in their inspiration:  the land,  lifestyle, mateship, 

physical space, climate…  “all powerful determining factors in the way we 

behave, and make art.” 

Despite Gould’s reservations about classical archconservatives, he passionately 

argues the merits of  art music, which includes classical music, as well as 

contemporary jazz and connected improvised-music genres. “Great art music”, 

he writes, “music for the heart and mind, is deeply life enriching, which makes 

it a wonderful contributor to culture”.  

 

Gould: pop exploits spectacle over music, volume over substance…  

While conceding the merits of the pop music favoured by his 11-year-old 

daughter Iluka  Annie, Gould is nonetheless categorical: pop “exploits spectacle 

over music, volume over substance.” It is a social phenomenon, not a musical 

one, he says. “In the urgency to remain fashionable, the primary goal [of 

commercial music] is to be alert to the formula for success”, writes Gould. It’s a 

withering indictment. 

This is a scholarly work but jazz fans may be particularly interested in the 

anecdotes dealing with much-loved musicians. Gould’s friend, the eccentric 

genius John Sangster, writes to Gould from Queensland in the twilight of his 

life. Sangster, who died of liver cancer in 1995, refers to his Big C as “terminal 

Spanish Dancer of the old Swannee River”.  

He describes his new girlfriend as “a love to keep me lil ol’ heart warm”. He 

then writes, “She has, as Anais Nin puts it of the ideal lover: ‘…her own 

interests, and lives a comfortable nine blocks away’, just up the road a bit.”  


